Dear Title IX committee,

Thank you,
Cheryl Angle
Dear Title IX Public Hearing committee members,

Sex is not negotiable. Sex is a material reality. Gender identity is a personally held deep belief, like a religion, and public discussion on the rights of FEMALES to our sex-based protections has been silenced online and in the media.

Sex matters. No boys or men should be in women's sports. No boys or men should be in women's prisons. No boys or men should be in women's public change facilities. No boys or men should win girl's and women's scholarships, athletic titles, book awards etc.

Gender identity is like a new religion whose dogma cannot be publicly questioned. I do NOT believe that humans change sex. I do NOT believe humans are born in the wrong body. I do not believe that vulnerable youth can give INFORMED CONSENT to life-altering permanent medical procedures that will sterilize them and possibly eliminate their ability for sexual orgasm for life.

I agree with the United Kingdom's National Health Service, that children under 16 cannot give legal consent for permanent gender medicalization. Sweden and Finland also protect youth from the gender Big Money and queer ideology capture of all our public institutions.

Autogynephilia, adult intact males, these heterosexuals are forcing their sexual fetish on us in public without our consent. Men who wear skirt are just as likely to commit violent crimes as other bio males.

We need the Equal Rights Amendment for women now. We need to hold hospitals and clinics liable for the harms they're wreaking on vulnerable youth, autistic teens and trouble, depressed youth who are RAILROADED into Rapid Onset Gender Dysphoria by adult, intact males grooming them online.

Sex matters, and we must protect women's rights. Men who demand we call them women are NOT women and nobody thinks that. We know they are men in privileged positions over our society dictating cross-dressing and transvestism and we see them.

I do not believe in the new gender identity religion. No church demands I conform to their faith and beliefs. The gender ideology radicals may not demand I believe in their internal, felt sense of personality preferences.

Sincerely,
Cheryl Angle